
Frankinschool Mysteries Book 2: The Cupsnake Escape is the 

second book about a boy named Fred who turns into “Frankenstein’s 

monster” whenever he writes his “What-if” assignments.  Fred and 

Luisa fi nd themselves in trouble once again when the new student 

mixes up recipes at their class’s bakery fi eld trip leading to snakes 

running amok. While the students scramble out of the school in fear, 

Fred and Luisa suspect their old friend Frank is behind the Great 

Cupsnake Escape. Once again, they put their 

creativity, their cooperation, and their courage to 

the test—but will it be enough to save the 

school from the snakes?
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Caryn Rivadeneira has 
spent her life imagining what’s up every roped-off twisty 
staircase, what’s behind every creaky, sneaky door, and 
what’s lurking in every spooky space she’s ever passed 
(and it’s possible she even snuck into a few of these 
places!). Caryn is the author of more than 20 books 
for children and grownups. Caryn lives in the near-west 
suburbs of Chicago with her husband, three kids, and her 
rescued pit bulls. There may or may not be snakes in her 
kitchen.
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